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                                                                                                       with prom around the corner we wanted to provide a
unique vision of prom, with just as much glitz and glamor, but a little more queer. Whenever you type in
“queerness” into Google, the definition you get it is basically describing that someone’s sexuality is not
considered “typical” aka boy + girl aka heterosexual or heteronormative. This is not only about sexuality and
encompasses gender, how you choose to invite romantic relationships in your life, and even who you often end
up surrounding yourself with on a day to day basis. This magazine is hopefully an introduction to queerness as
something people can use for self expression. Though queerness has not been a very welcome identity in spaces,
but that has not stopped us from having fun in our own spaces while still fighting for a better tomorrow. We also
wanted to include another fight for liberation, the feminist movement. Our pieces and magazine overall
converses with feminism in multiple ways. Something that we really wanted to focus on is that there is not one
way to be a feminist, and not all feminists look think or act the same. One of the ways we chose to do this is
actually by talking about queerness and not directly feminism and show the similarities in how the feminist and
queer movements have been working alongside and together throughout history till now. The other way that we
wanted to talk about is there are different ways that we were talking about how people actually thought about
feminism and what it encompasses. Specifically, we wanted to highlight Black and Brown communities,
specifically Black, and see how women of color have shaped feminism. Audre Lorde is a big inspiration and you
will see her in so many points throughout the magazine. Specifically, we want to carry forward a tradition of
passing down stories and history in a fun and accessible way after reading her quote “By ignoring the past, we
are encouraged to repeat its mistakes” (Lorde). Some additional inspirations for the magazine are also the ways
in which we talk about change and how there are different ways to show up for the movement. From radical
feminism and grassroot organizing and community building (Fahs 574) to researching and creating well
articulated documents for the entire nation to use as evidence for dismantling racism (Wells-Barnett). Lasly, we
want to emphasize that being yourself is also a way to show up for your community. Hopefully from this
experience, you can gain some inspiration on the ways you can show up to prom. There isn’t a right way to be,
and there isn’t a wrong one either. Prom can be a very uncomfortable time for some especially when you don’t
fit in the mold of “normal”. We hope you can use this as some encouragement to see how others before you
have shown up in life while being themselves, and how to turn these feelings of unwelcomeness into something
powerful that can inspire change. 

DEAR BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE, 

Sincerely, 

Misbah Sarah Lakhani
(they/them)

letter from the editor
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NO
T SHADY

                                                                                                                we’re going to a ball, but not the kind that you are thinking
of. This kind may share the name with an activity usually reserved for the upper class, an event where one can wear fancy
clothes and partake in equally elegant rituals, such as the waltz or wearing shiny white gloves. In contrast, these balls are
more open, creating communities of mostly queer people of color, and the dancing you will see at these events isn’t
contained to a square movement. Instead, dancing here contains hand work, foot work, faces, all movements that make up a
category of dance called Voguing, which is commonly associated with the ballroom scene. You can walk in a ball, dressed for
the category of the night, and be cheered on—or maybe even heckled—by your peers. Since the 1920’s, beginning in New
York, balls have provided a safe space for the Queer community, particularly the LGBTQ African American and Latino
population of Harlem (Tucker, 3). These balls are a “playground for gender” (Bailey 30). Full of glitz, glamour, and fashion,
balls allowed queer people to dress how they want and express their sexuality however they pleased (Tucker, 4). Queer
people could gather and enjoy each other’s company without fear of repercussions. For once, they weren’t judged for who
they loved. Instead, they were judged for how well they could dress.

 

PUT YOUR BEST DRESS ON, 

j u s t

F I E R C E
a  c e l e b r a t i o n  o f  t h e  b a l l r o o m  s c e n e  i n  m e d i a

B Y  J E S S I C A  D U R A N
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Society encourages people to turn away
those that do not fit within structures, a sort
of “institutionalized rejection” as Audre
Lorde calls it in her piece “Age, Race, Class,
and Sex: Women Redefining Difference.”
This othering, Lorde goes on, encourages
these groups to work together with one
another, those that share the same
“othered” identities, working to create
realistic scenarios for the future. Houses
provide spaces for this to happen, creating
networks that better support Queer people.

Balls are a place of celebration and
competition, which also serve to build the
community even more. This competition
creates overwhelming honesty, which is
accepted because you know where it is
coming from. If you are lacking in a
category, your peers and judges will let you
know. Honesty, as the Redstockings, a
radical feminist organization, say, is
essential to creating class-consciousness
amongst a group and building a strong
community to overcome oppressors
(Redstockings, 193). In their manifesto, they
write, “Our chief task at present is to
develop female class consciousness through
sharing experience and publicly exposing
the sexist foundation of all our
institutions,”(Redstockings, 193).

The ballroom became monumental in
Queer history and Queer movements.
Inspired by balls, multiple pieces of media
have spawned, the two most important to
this article being the 1990 documentary
Paris is Burning  and the modern-day hit TV
show from the mind of Ryan Murphy, POSE.
The two take very different approaches to
telling the story of balls. Paris is Burning
follows the real-life stories of multiple
people detrimental to the ballroom scene in
New York at the time. POSE tells a
fictionalized story of a group of Trans and
Queer people inside and outside of balls
within New York also, taking place mostly in
the 80’s and 90’s. Often, POSE draws
inspiration from the real stories of Paris is
Burning, a documentary that has become
such a monumental archive of the ballroom
subculture that it has found a place in the
National Film Registry of the Library of
Congress (Rollingstone).

Both works introduce ballroom culture,
exploring its expansive reach and how it was
able to bring Queer communities together
in times of need.  In each work, “Houses” do
a great deal of work of creating community
amongst the mostly Queer, POC population,
providing a place for those that have been
turned away to go to. 

In Paris is Burning, one of the first people
that the viewer is introduced to is Pepper
Labeija, one of the most famous house
mothers at the time. She explains this
concept of rejection well, telling the camera
“When someone has rejection from their
mother, their father, their family… when
they get out in the world, they search, they
search for someone to fill that void.”
Pepper Labeija made a splash in the
ballroom scene, working hard to win ball
after ball. In the community, it was—and
still is—common for these big dogs to gain a
sort of following of younger folk, those that
usually found their way to balls because
they were turned away by their families. This
leads to the creation of a house, or a group
of competitors that live together and can
compete as a body or in individual
categories. After introducing us to Pepper,
Paris is Burning then brings in the House of
Pendavis, headed by Kim Pendavis. Kim
makes all of his own outfits, competing in
fashion categories. Freddie, impressed by
Kim’s talents, became his “protégé,” as he
calls it. Freddie began helping Kim prepare
for balls, sewing, ironing, and pinning things.

This house structure is also very much
prominent in POSE and is detrimental to the
fictionalized storyline,  as it mostly follows
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This strong sense of community proved to
be essential in both Paris is Burning and
POSE, as both shows depict the harsh
realities people faced at the time. Neither
piece of media shy away from the brutalities
that Queer people faced, whether it be AIDS
or direct harassment. POSE often deals with
storylines having to do with AIDS and HIV,
showing how the characters rely on others
within the community for strength and
support. With its treatment of the AIDS
epidemic, we can see the ways in which
POSE draws from historical realities to
create storylines. In the first episode of
season two, Pray Tell attends a meeting for
a group called ACT UP. ACT UP was created
in 1982 due to the government consistently
neglecting the AIDS crisis (United in Anger).
The organization still stands today, working
to improve AIDS awareness and education.
AIDS has always been a large concern of the
community, and many Queer people found
themselves caught up in movements
addressing it. The ballroom provided a great
deal of support here due to how close it
came to the community. Angie, one of the
people featured in the documentary and the
mother of the house of Xtravaganza, passed
away from AIDS-related health
complications three-years after the film's
release. In response, New York Times papers
were marked with the grim headline, “Paris
Has Burned.” 

Houses provide the love and companionship
that Queer people are often neglected of,
becoming so detrimental in the creation of
community amongst the ballroom
population. They compete together, work
together, and live together. They provide
love to one another, helping out where they
can. Pay It No Mind: The Life and Times of
Marsha P. Johnson, a documentary
highlighting the life of trans-activist Marsha
P. Johnson, tells of how Johnson gave
whatever she had to her community. If she
ever had any extra food, money, or clothes,
she was never the one that saw the only
benefit of it. In turn, the community gave
back to her, paying forward that same
kindness that she gave to them. These serve
as great examples of Lorde’s idea that
rejected communities will work outside of
systems and with themselves to provide
care. 

The ballroom community took many hard
hits during this time, and, often, members
found relief from each other. One of the
final scenes of Paris is Burning shows
emcees and houses planning of an HIV
prevention and awareness ball. This ball,
called the Love Ball, ended up raising
$350,000 for AIDS research and relief. 

If there is anything that we should celebrate
about balls, it would have to do with the
endurance that they cultivate within the
queer community. This endurance and
power is showcased within the media,
honoring those that have paved the way for
us to get where we are today. Balls still exist
and people still walk. The ballroom scene
lives on through houses and balls in New
York and across the country, mirroring the
activities of the past. Houses work together,
compete together, live together, and
provide radical acceptance to one another.
The resilience of the ballroom represents
the resilience of Queer community.
Consistently tossed aside and forgotten, we
band together and fill in the gaps. Media
such as POSE and Paris is Burning
encapsulate these feelings, showcasing the
strength that comes with this sort of radical
acceptance of one another. It doesn’t
matter who wins the trophy, as long as we
all look after one another.
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- from Paris is Burning

"A ball is the very
word. Whatever you
want to be, you be...

You can become
anything and do
anything, right

here, right now."

the conflict between the House of
Abundance and the House of Evangelista.
Ryan Murphy makes it clear that the House
of Abundance is known for their domination
at balls, but the house faces criticism for its
harsh house mother, Elektra Abundance.
The House of Evangelista, in contrast, is
started by main character Blanca due to her
mistreatment from Elektra. As the seasons
go on, Elektra gains a softness towards her
children, beginning to understand why the
community exists in the first place.



m a k e  y o u r  m a r k  t h i s  s c h o o l  y e a r  w i t h  o u r  

 s t i c k e r  q u i z !  y o u r  u n i q u e  p e r s o n a l i t y

d e s e r v e s  t o  b e  o n  d i s p l a y !

w w w . s t i c k - o n . c o m / s t i c k e r p e r s o n a l i t y q u i z



we'll
never

be
royals

Prom's history of living in the binary
By Sydney Lau
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When we think of prom, we might think of
prom dresses and tuxedos, prom kings and
queens, dancing, afterparties, limousines,
and of course, promposals. A staple in high
school life, senior prom is often one of the
final gatherings of the senior class before
graduation. It has become a tradition and
rite-of-passage into adulthood. However,
prom as we know it only began appearing in
the mid to late nineteenth century (“From
Promenade to #Prahm”). The history of
prom is often traced back to the Ivy League
and its annual tradition called
“presentation week” (“From Promenade to
#Prahm). In fact, one of the first mentions
of prom can be found in an 1879 issue of
The Harvard Crimson, Harvard’s student-run
newspaper, that makes fun of Yale students
for being “cheap” in their preparations for
junior prom (Kocak). Another reference to
prom appears in a diary entry from 1894 in
which a student from Amherst College
discusses his invitation to and attendance at
a prom at a nearby college (Kocak).

Prom, short for the word “promenade,”
originated as an event for college students
in the northeast, with the goal of promoting
social etiquette and manners within the
graduating class (Little). This prom, similar
to a debutante ball, served as a formal
introduction of students to society or guests
at the party (Kocak). Over time, however,
this tradition has slowly transformed into
the prom we know today. For example,
prom has become associated with high
school students rather than college
students and is no longer a formal
debutante ball. By the 1930s, prom “had
become as American as baseball and apple
pie” (Kocak). Then, by the 1950s, in the

post-depression economy, elaborate and
formal venues began replacing high school
gymnasiums as prom venues. While the
usage of prom-related terminology declined
in the 1960s and 1970s, potentially due to
other more prominent concerns like the
Vietnam War, prom has risen in both
frequency and popularity since the 1980s
(“From Promenade to #Prahm).

While attending prom with a date is not a
new phenomenon, in recent years, the
internet and social media have played a role
in popularizing elaborate promposals.
Historically, prom couples have been
comprised of a boy-girl pairing. In fact, at
one Midwestern school, prom tickets were
sold to both “singles” and “couples,” with a
couple being defined as a boy and a girl
(Smith 158). Rules like this have led
scholars such as Pamela Smith to see prom
as reinforcing heteronormativity. Borrowing
a definition from Lemert, Smith understands
heteronormativity as “the cultural norm
whereby heterosexual practices are
considered not just ‘normal’ but essential
to the moral health of society” (Smith 158).

In simpler terms, we can think of
heteronormativity as establishing and
reinforcing heterosexuality as the standard
of sexuality as well as situating
heterosexuality as entirely natural
(Zlatunich 362). So, with regulations that
restrict the definition of a couple to
heterosexual couples, define a strict dress
code, and crown a prom king and queen,
some scholars see prom as existing within
and sustaining “a normative order of
heterosexuality.” This is an order that is
seen as normal and the standard, that
socializes students toward heterosexuality
and reinforces heteronormativity (Best 155). 

Furthermore, Amy Best views prom as a site
where “students’ sexual identities and
practices are closely disciplined” (154). For
example, some high schools have tried to
uphold heterosexuality and discipline those
who do not fall within that category by
banning same-sex couples from attending
prom. However, students have protested
these rules, with some even taking the issue
to court. One of the first successful court
cases for LGBTQ+ youth was Fricke v. Lynch
(1980). 

The District of Rhode Island brought Fricke
v. Lynch (1980) before the United States
District Court to rule on whether or not
public high schools could discriminate
against students who wanted to bring other
students of the same sex to their high
school’s prom (JUSTIA). At the time of the
court case, Aaron Fricke was a senior at
Cumberland High School and intended to
bring a male escort to prom (“Fricke v.
Lynch”). When he asked his principal for
permission to bring a male escort, principal
Lynch denied (“Fricke v. Lynch”). Fricke
took the matter to court and won. 
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The Court sided in favor of Fricke on the
basis of his argument that the school’s
action violated his first amendment right to
freedom of speech. Using the precedent set
in United States v. O’Brien, the Court
argued that the school could have found a
less restrictive alternative than banning
Fricke from attending the prom with a male
escort (“Fricke v. Lynch”). Furthermore,
although this particular case did not involve
women, the fact that Fricke took this matter
to court is reminiscent of a liberal feminism
framework that is concerned with upholding
civil rights and liberties, including the right
to freedom of speech that this case itself
revolves around. For example, this kind of
“rights talk” where there is no explicit rule
banning gay couples from prom is similar to
Susan B. Anthony’s “Speech after Arrest for
Illegal Voting,” in which she argues that the
United States Constitution addresses “We,
the people” rather than “We, the male
citizens,” so women are not inherently
denied the right to vote in the founding
documents (Anthony 99).

"THERE ARE STILL
INSTANCES IN
WHICH QUEER

STUDENTS FEEL
EXCLUDED FROM

PROM"
While Fricke v. Lynch (1980) was a truly
transformative and influential case, there
are still instances in which queer students
feel excluded from prom or feel like they
have to hide their sexuality and attend the
dance with students of the opposite gender
in order to feel safe or not call attention to
themselves. This idea of “conforming” in
order to protect oneself or to avoid
unwanted attention aligns with Lorde’s
argument that sometimes it is necessary to

 “become familiar with the language and
manners of the oppressor, even sometimes
adopting them for some illusion of
protection” (Lorde 289). Additionally, this
conformity as a means of protecting oneself
also relates to Adrienne Rich’s notion of
women marrying as a means of survival
(Rich 302). In this regard, choosing to
attend prom with a date of the opposite
gender can be seen as a mechanism of
survival. Although many LGBTQ+-oriented
organizations and those within the LGBTQ+
community acknowledge the landmark
decision in Fricke v. Lynch (1980) as a
milestone in protecting the rights of the
LGBTQ+ youth, some students continued to
feel excluded or unsafe attending their
school’s prom. 

In response to this exclusivity and idea of
prom as a heterosexual space, queer proms
arose. These proms “provide kids an
opportunity to reclaim aspects of their lives
as youth that are denied them because they
are queer youth, and to redefine the prom
outside an organization of sexuality in which
heterosexuality is dominant” (Best 157). For
LGBTQ+ youth, prom can be an alienating,
isolating, and even traumatic experience, so
the goal of queer proms is to provide queer
youth with the prom experience in a safe,
accessible, and inclusive space.

Adrienne Rich, a poet, and feminist, refers to
lesbian existence as the “breaking of a
taboo and the rejection of a compulsory way
of life” (Rich 300). The organizers of
Buzzfeed’s Queer Prom see their event in a
similar way, as an act of resistance against
the heteronormative and cisnormative
traditions of prom. In 2017, Buzzfeed
hosted their inaugural Queer Prom in Los
Angeles in response to the fact that many
proms either do not celebrate queer or
actively exclude queer students. The
company wanted to create a safe space for
LGBTQ+ youth to participate in the
treasured prom tradition while allowing
them to be their true and authentic selves
(Keown). Eugene Lee Yang, the organizer of
the event, said, “it’s a way to show young
people all over the world that ‘normal’ is
relative and produce a point of reference
they may not believe exists” (Keown). 

Finally, another sacred tradition relating to
prom is the crowning of a prom king and
queen. While these titles have historically
been awarded to one male and one female,
on April 17, 2021, a lesbian couple at a high
school in Ohio were crowned king and queen
(Trent). This marked the first time an
LGBTQ+ couple had been crowned prom
king and queen in that Ohio school district.
Yet, their historic win did not please
everyone. Although the students mentioned
that despite living in a conservative town,
their peers overall have been supportive,
after the prom court was announced, some
parents attended a school board meeting
with some heated and harsh remarks about
the choices for prom court.

In light of the existence of queer proms and
queer prom courts, it is evident that the
history of prom has evolved significantly
from its inception as a debutante ball for
college students. While some scholars have
criticized prom for its heteronormativity,
events like Buzzfeed’s 2017 Queer Prom
and other similar ones across the country,
including Colorado Springs’s queer prom,
seek to counter this exclusivity and provide
queer students a safe space so that they can
enjoy and take part in this coming-of-age
tradition.
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ASHLEY CORNELIUS                                                                                   is a nationally-renowned and award-winning spoken word poet from Colorado. A 
Licensed Professional Counselor Candidate (LPCC) and the manager of the Denver Health Resiliency in Stressful Events (RISE)
program, Ashley is passionate about mental health and ending the stigma surrounding mental health and receiving mental health
support (“About Ashley Cornelius”). She combines her passion for poetry and her career by using poetry therapy in her role as a
counselor with Denver Health (Beckman)
 In 2021, Ashley was named Pikes Peak Library District’s new Pikes Peak Poet Laureate. The first poet laureate since 2017, Ashley
began her two-year term in late October of 2021. Ashley hopes to work closely with the Pikes Peak Library District during her term
as Poet Laureate to use poetry to cultivate a literary arts community that appreciates both written and performance poetry
(Beckman). Additionally, one of her first priorities will be to find a way to physically integrate poetry into the city (Mulson). 
 Aside from her work as Pikes Peak Poet Laureate and counselor at Denver Health, Ashley holds poetry workshops, owns a small
business, and is Co-Director of poetry 719 - a poetry group in Colorado Springs that focuses on celebrating and uplifting the voices
of marginalized communities and people of color through poetry. Finally, according to her website, Ashley has been “recognized
for her work around sexual assault and domestic violence, self-love and body positivity, self-care, mental health, and racial equity
workshops” (“About Ashley Cornelius”).
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How do you understand,
embody, and celebrate

queerness? 
 Queerness for me is a continuous journey. I am learning more

about myself and queer identity every day. I’ve struggled to
understand my queerness especially being in relationships with
men. I celebrate that my queerness exists no matter who I am
dating or in a relationship with. There is also an unlearning and
decolonizing that comes with the embodiment of queerness in
that it looks different from media representations or storylines and
that my queer experience is valid. As a Black Fat Woman I also get
to lean into the fact that my identity is represented in this
community as well. Loving all parts of my self and my
intersectionality is how I understand my queerness. Learning about
and engaging with queer artists, activists, educators etc is a
beautiful celebration of queerness.

In what ways would you
describe queer culture?

Queer culture is largely a commentary and pulling of Black culture.
I see how much of Blackness in queerness through AAVE, style, and
resilience. So much of queer culture is developed from queer Black
women especially Black trans women. Queer culture is an act of
resistance in the pursuit of revolutionary joy. Queer culture is
pervasive and a living document that’s expands and grows as does
the community. Queer culture can also be hard to navigate when
white supremacy doctrine exists even in marginalized spaces.
Recognizing there are are struggles and gaps within the
community is integral to adding to and building a more inclusive
culture.

What is the importance of a
queer community to you?

The queer community is paramount. It is safety and comfort to
exist authentically with others who have similar experience. The
queer community feels like home and can become home when
other spaces feel constricting or hurtful. The queer community
represents the fact that queerness does not exist in a vacuum, it is
a beautiful aspect of life that has always existed and people have
been gathering and sharing space for centuries. The queer
community is also a place to learn and explore, our world is set up
within a heteronormative framework so learning about queerness
often happens in the community. For me it was one of the first
ways I understood who I was. I felt so happy and joyous when I was
in queer spaces and it took me a long time to realize that
community was so holding for me because I was the community.

What are your thoughts about
the way queerness is depicted

in popular media? 
If you want to find inclusive non violent depictions of queerness in
popular media you have to search. Most of the queer characters
and storylines in mainstream media have elements of overcoming
their queerness or they experience violence. We are getting better
in some regards as there are a lot of queer focused shows and
movies and we’re seeing it expand more into music and pop
culture. I love seeing queer love specifically and queer BIPOC love
that doesn’t end horrible and isn’t a result of a trauma. Expanding
outside of gay white men as the sole representation is so
important and I enjoy seeing queer people playing queer roles.

Do you see any limitations in these
depictions?

I really hate the queer tropes we see often, especially when an
openly queer person is bullied, harassed, and sometimes even
assaulted by another person who turns out to be acting on their
internalized homophobia and then they end up together!! This
perpetuates the idea that queer love has to be violent or toxic first.
I also believe we have a long way to go in terms of intersectional
representation of queerness in media. Additionally, when
queerness is depicted in popular media it is typically their whole
identity and the only topic they focus on versus having a character
dealing with a problem and the queerness is normal and one
aspect of their life that is not the source of their problem. Media
still treats queerness as the main struggle someone has and I’d
love to see depictions where someone’s queerness is the joy or the
stability in their life and they are just struggling with being bad a
soccer. 

 What was your experience
with prom?

It really didn’t play that big of a role. I went to prom with friends
and I wasn’t really confident or secure in my queerness until my
last 20’s. I do remember that because I wasn’t going with a boy
there were jokes about being gay because I was going with friends.
Things like that just further pushed my questions of queerness
further in my head and heard.

Did your queerness play a role in your
prom experience?
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There’s a lot of pressure that prom is a defining part of growing up
and that you need to have sex and have the perfect date and have
an amazing time. I wish I had been told it’s just one night and to
have fun versus create this image society tells you prom should be.

Have you interacted with
Colorado Springs's queer

prom?
Not sure. I’ve only attended queer prom through Inside Out as a
chaperone. Not sure if this is the same thing.

Who is a queer person you
admire/look up to? What was

their impact?
Audre Lorde! She is one of my favorite authors and artists. She was
one of the first people who looked like me that I started reading as
soon was understanding my queerness. Her work with
intersectionality validated my struggle I mentioned earlier about
my queerness as it interacts with my Blackness and that my
queerness was not the identity that showed up frequently in terms
of oppression. She made me feel seen in her work and reclaim my
power holistically and outside of European beauty standards and
heteronormativity. 

You are exactly who you need to be. Your authentic self is what is
needed in this world. You are part of a community that is powerful,
brilliant, and resilient. Be curious about yourself, you are becoming
an incredible person and you will inspire others just by existing.

Is there anything you can think of that
would have improved your prom

experience?

How was that experience and how might
it be different from a traditional prom

(either execution wise or the purpose it
serves)?

The experience was so different at least from the perspective of a
chaperone. There was less pressure and so much more love and
support even walking in the door. There were drag shows and
performances that highlighted queer culture. And by the nature of
queer prom, how people showed up and with who wasn’t
questioned, it just was. I remember my prom and it felt like every
movement was being judged to fit in a very heteronormative
experience. 

 Queerness is without limits. It is about deconstructing the binaries
that are constructed within society and being able to act freely
outside of them. But this can be hard. That’s why queer
community is so important, creating places to express yourself and
rely on those that can understand you. The Combahee River
Collective in their piece “A Black Feminist Statement,” state, “In
the process of consciousness-raising, actually life-sharing, we
began to recognize the commonality of our experiences and, from
that sharing and growing consciousness, to build a politics that will
change our lives and inevitably end our oppression.” Being able to
share stories with your community and relate to other people
allows for this consciousness to be built, making you aware of your
surroundings and positionality. Storytelling, historically, has always
been used to pass down information and knowledge amongst
oppressed communities.  

Audre Lorde in her piece, “Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women
Redefining Difference,” writes about the importance of poetry for
storytelling in particular: “  Of all the art forms, poetry is the most
economical. It is the one which is the most secret, which requires
the least physical labor… poetry has been the major voice of poor,
working-class, and Colored women. ” With queerness, and so many
other movements, we find strength in our words and our art.
Through media, through art, through speech, through poetry, it is
important that we share our stories and continue to pass down our
traditions and our trials. 
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What is a message you hope to share
with younger generations of queer kids?

Conclusion
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